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I.
¶1.

Introduction
On January 9, 2004, the United States Supreme Court granted petitioner Yaser

Esam Hamdi’s request to review his failed appeal before the Fourth Circuit in Hamdi v.
Rumsfeld.[1] In conjunction with this grant of certiorari, the Supreme Court also decided
to review a similar case that was successfully appealed to the Second Circuit in Padilla v.
Rumsfeld[2] on January 9, 2004.[3] The legal community and media’s excitement
surrounding these cases stemmed from the likelihood that the Court would articulate
upon its previous rulings in Ex Parte Milligan and Ex Parte Quirin. In these prior cases,
the Court delineated the Executive’s power to deem American citizens “enemy
combatants” under Article II of the United States Constitution. [4] The Court's rulings in
these cases gave the Executive the power to deny to such American citizens access to
American courts before their indefinite detention in certain situations.[5]
¶2.

The extent of the Executive’s power to detain American citizens was particularly

important in light of the September 11th attacks and the Bush Administration's
subsequent War on Terrorism. Civil liberties advocates argued that the Executive’s
uncontested authority to withhold from American citizens access to American courts
infringed upon the constitutionally protected civil liberties of American citizens. They
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feared this expansion could be used to indefinitely detain Arab Americans in a manner
similar to the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II.[6] On the other
hand, government officials and supporters contended that the need to obtain information
vital to the prevention of future terrorist attacks required a more powerful executive
authority. They reasoned that the Executive’s power to declare American citizens
“enemy combatants” was constitutional under Article II of the Constitution, given the
Court’s rulings in Milligan and Quirin and the current War on Terrorism.[7]
¶3.

Even though the Court declined to reach a decision in Padilla on jurisdictional

grounds,[8] in Hamdi the Supreme Court held in a plurality opinion that American
citizens designated as “enemy combatants” by the Executive were constitutionally
entitled to a “meaningful opportunity to contest the factual basis for that detention before
a neutral decisionmaker.”[9] The decision in Hamdi initially drew rave reviews from
many civil liberties advocates like American Civil Liberties Union legal director Steven
Shapiro.[10]
¶4.

Although the Court’s insistence upon some form of review of the Executive’s

designation of American citizens as “enemy combatants” is desirable from a civil
liberties standpoint, the opinion left many unanswered questions. Among these questions
are: 1) the role of Congressional authorization in the Executive's determination to detain
American citizens as “enemy combatants”; 2) the extent of the constitutionally required
discovery process; 3) the length of detention; 4) the type of “neutral decisionmaker”
sufficient to satisfy the detainees' constitutional rights; and 5) the applicability of Hamdi
to American citizens detained outside of open combat hostilities.
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¶5.

Furthermore, as will be discussed, despite the excitement expressed by civil

liberties groups following Hamdi, the decision will be of limited utility in preventing
unconstitutional detentions in the event of future terrorist attacks or times of crisis. The
limited utility of this cases stems from the narrow scope of the ruling and the limited
strength of jurisprudential precedent during times of crisis.
¶6.

In this Comment, I will conduct a detailed examination of the Court’s language

and holding in Hamdi. I will also address the limitations and ambiguities of the Court’s
holding. I will conclude with an analysis of the Bush Administration’s attempt to
conform to Hamdi in the ongoing military tribunals set up for the Guantanamo detainees
designated as “enemy combatants.”
II.
¶7.

Hamdi’s History and Array of Holdings
Yaser Esam Hamdi was born an American citizen in Louisiana in 1980, and

moved with his family to Saudi Arabia as a child.[11] By 2001 Hamdi was a resident of
Afghanistan; at some point that year he was seized by members of the Northern Alliance,
a coalition of military groups opposed to the Taliban government, and later turned over to
the United States military.[12] The United States initially detained and interrogated
Hamdi in Afghanistan before transferring him to the United States Naval Base in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba in January 2002.[13] Upon learning that Hamdi was an
American citizen in April 2002, the Government transferred him to a naval brig in
Norfolk, Virginia. He remained at this location until he was transferred to a naval brig in
Charleston, South Carolina in early 2004.[14]
¶8.

In June 2002, Hamdi’s father, Esam Fouad Hamdi, filed a petition for writ of

habeas corpus under 28 U.S.C. § 2241 in the United States District Court for the Eastern
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District of Virginia, naming as petitioners his son and himself as next friend.[15] The
petition argued that Hamdi, as an American citizen, was entitled to be notified of the
charges against him, to have access to legal counsel, and to have the merits of his case
heard before an impartial tribunal under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.[16]
¶9.

The District Court initially appointed a federal public defender as counsel for the

petitioners and ordered that counsel be given access to Hamdi. However, the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit reversed that order, holding that the
District Court had failed to extend appropriate deference to the Government’s security
and intelligence interests.[17] The Fourth Circuit directed the District Court to consider
“the most cautious procedures first,” and ordered the District Court to conduct a
deferential inquiry into Hamdi’s status as an “enemy combatant,” noting that “if Hamdi is
indeed an ‘enemy combatant’ who was captured during hostilities in Afghanistan, the
government’s detention of him is a lawful one.”[18]
¶10.

On remand, the Government attached to its response a declaration from Michael

Mobbs, who identified himself as Special Advisor to the Under Secretary of Defense for
Policy.[19] In his declaration, Mobbs set forth the evidentiary support for Hamdi’s
detention as an “enemy combatant,” namely that Hamdi was allegedly a member of a
Taliban military unit at the time of his capture on the battlefield in Afghanistan by the
Northern Alliance.[20]
¶11.

The District Court held that the Mobbs Declaration fell “far short” of supporting

Hamdi’s detention as an “enemy combatant,” and criticized the generic and hearsay
nature of the affidavit.[21] The Fourth Circuit reversed, stressing that it was “undisputed
that Hamdi was captured in a zone of active combat in a foreign theater of conflict.”[22]
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In addition, the Fourth Circuit rejected Hamdi’s arguments that 18 U.S.C. § 4001(a) and
Article 5 of the Geneva Convention rendered any such detention unlawful.[23] The
Circuit Court held that Congressional authorization for Hamdi’s detention could be found
in the post-September 11th Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF) and that the
Geneva Convention did not intend to create a private right of action.[24]
¶12.

The Supreme Court, in a plurality opinion written by Justice O’Connor and joined

by the Chief Justice and Justices Kennedy and Breyer, reversed the Fourth Circuit’s
opinion.[25] In her opinion, Justice O’Connor held that although the AUMF did not use
the specific language of detention, it authorized the President to detain “individuals
legitimately determined to be Taliban combatants who engaged in armed conflict against
the United States” for the duration of the hostilities in Afghanistan, which are currently
ongoing.[26] Therefore, the Court determined that Hamdi was being held “pursuant to an
Act of Congress” in accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 4001(a).[27]
¶13.

Justice O’Connor then held that American citizens who dispute their status as

enemy combatants “must receive notice of the factual basis for [their] classification, and
a fair opportunity to rebut the Government’s factual assertions before a neutral
decisionmaker” under the Due Process Clause of the Constitution.[28] However, given
the “exigencies of the circumstances” and the “uncommon potential [of the enemy
combatant proceedings] to burden the Executive at a time of ongoing military conflict,”
the Court held that “hearsay . . . may need to be admitted as the most reliable available
evidence from the Government in such a proceeding.” Further, the plurality held that
“the Constitution would not be offended by a presumption in favor of the Government’s
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evidence, so long as the presumption remained a rebuttable one and fair opportunity for
rebuttal was provided.”[29]
¶14.

While Justice O’Connor recognized the traditional deference to military discretion

during wartime, she held that “it does not infringe on the core role of the military for the
courts to exercise their own time-honored and constitutionally mandated roles of
reviewing and resolving claims like those presented here.”[30] If the Court's articulated
standards were not met through the use of an appropriately authorized and properly
constituted military tribunal, “a court that receives a petition for a writ of habeas corpus
from an alleged enemy combatant must itself ensure that the minimum requirements of
due process are achieved.”[31]
¶15.

Finally, the Court established when the due process requirements it established in

Hamdi arose: “initial captures on the battlefield need not receive the process we have
discussed here; that process is due only when the determination is made [by the
Government] to continue to hold those who have been seized.”[32]
¶16.

With respect to Hamdi, the Court held that he had not received constitutionally-

mandated Due Process.[33] Specifically, the Court held that “[a]n interrogation by one’s
captor, however effective an intelligence-gathering tool, hardly constitutes a
constitutionally adequate factfinding before a neutral decisionmaker.”[34] Therefore, the
Court vacated the Fourth Circuit’s decision and remanded the case for further
proceedings.[35]
¶17.

In his concurrence, Justice Souter, joined by Justice Ginsburg, found that Hamdi’s

detention was forbidden by 18 U.S.C. § 4001(a) and unauthorized by the AUMF, but
noted that “the need to give practical effect to the conclusions of eight members of the
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Court rejecting the Government’s position calls for me to join with the plurality in
ordering remand on terms closest to those I would impose.”[36]
III.
¶18.

Questions Raised by Hamdi
Although the Court’s ruling in Hamdi clarified several questions that arose with

respect to the present War on Terrorism and the Executive’s power to declare American
citizens “enemy combatants,” it raised many legal questions that remain unanswered.
This section shall highlight several of the most important questions raised by the
decision.
¶19.

First, does the Executive have the constitutional authority to detain American

citizens as “enemy combatants” without Congressional authorization? In Hamdi, the
Court’s plurality opinion bypassed this question by holding that the AUMF authorized
Hamdi’s detention.[37] Furthermore, the Court held that the AUMF satisfied the
exception delineated in 18 U.S.C. § 4001(a).[38] However, Hamdi does not address
whether the Executive can detain American citizens as “enemy combatants” in the
absence of Congressional authorization.[39]
¶20.

Obviously, given the limitations placed upon the Court in hearing only those

cases and controversies arising before it, one cannot blame the Court for failing to
provide the American people with sufficient direction as to when the Executive can
declare American citizens “enemy combatants.”[40] However, given the dramatic
importance of the issue, especially in light of the War on Terrorism, the Court should
have indicated its thoughts in dicta on the constitutionality of executive action in the
“enemy combatant” area absent Congressional authorization.[41]
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¶21.

Second, what is the extent of the discovery process constitutionally due an

American citizen who contests his status as an “enemy combatant”? The Court’s
plurality opinion in Hamdi held that American citizens detained as enemy combatants
must be given a “fair opportunity to rebut the Government’s factual assertions before a
neutral decisionmaker.”[42] Nevertheless, it remains unclear exactly what sort of
discovery process would be sufficient to satisfy the constitutional right of American
citizen “enemy combatants” to have a “fair opportunity” to rebut the Government’s
factual assertions regarding their detentions.
¶22.

Although the Court established that a presumption in favor of the government and

the admission of hearsay evidence would satisfy the constitutional rights of an “enemy
combatant” tribunal,[43] it did not elaborate upon the extent of the discovery process to
which an American citizen “enemy combatant” is entitled. Nor did the Court address
whether such a detainee must be provided with exculpatory evidence by the
Government.[44] The limited opportunities of the “enemy combatant” detainees at
Guantanamo Bay to conduct discovery in order to muster defenses to their detention
hardly constitutes a “fair opportunity to rebut the Government’s factual assertions”
regarding their detentions.
¶23.

Third, how long can an American citizen be held as an “enemy combatant” when

the hostilities are of an indefinite duration? In its opinion in Hamdi, the Court held that
“[i]t is a clearly established principle of the law of war that detention may last no longer
than active hostilities,”[45] and that “indefinite detention for the purpose of interrogation
is not authorized” by the AUMF.[46] Aside from justifying Hamdi’s current detention
under “clearly established principle[s] of law and war” by noting that active combat
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operations against Taliban fighters are ongoing in Afghanistan,[47] the Supreme Court
offered no guidance as to what constitutes “active combat operations.” Further, the Court
failed to determine whether it is constitutional to indefinitely detain an American citizen
when such operations are sporadic and without a foreseeable conclusion, as in the case of
the current War on Terrorism.
¶24.

Fourth, what type of “neutral decisionmaker” would satisfy the constitutional

rights of American citizens detained as “enemy combatants”? As discussed above,
Hamdi affirmed the notion that either an Article III court or “an appropriately authorized
and properly constituted military tribunal” could meet the constitutional standards of an
“enemy combatant” tribunal.[48] Nevertheless, the Court failed to articulate what type of
“appropriately authorized and properly constituted military tribunal” would satisfy the
constitutional rights of American citizen “enemy combatant” detainees. It did note that
the military had processes in place to “determine the status of enemy detainees who assert
prisoner of war status under the Geneva Convention.”[49]
¶25.

Presumably, a process similar to the Army tribunal that determines the status of

prisoners of war would satisfy the constitutional rights of American citizen detainees. If
so, three commissioned officers would form a “competent tribunal” that could determine
the status of the detainee using a preponderance-of-the-evidence standard.[50] The Army
regulation fails to explain whether the commissioned officers must be impartial or free
from knowledge of the detainee or bias with regard to his or her detention. The Court’s
opinion in Hamdi likewise fails to clarify the ambiguities in the Army regulation. In
short, the Court does not explain what type of “neutral decisionmaker” would be required
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to satisfy the constitutional rights of American citizens detained as “enemy
combatants.”[51]
¶26.

Fifth, is the Court’s ruling in Hamdi limited to American citizens detained in open

combat hostilities? In Hamdi, the Court restricted its holding to detainees captured on the
battlefield in the war in Afghanistan.[52] It failed to detail what the Government must
allege in order to classify an American citizen as an “enemy combatant.” In other words,
because the Court both declined to rule upon Padilla on jurisdictional grounds[53] and
failed to espouse a rule in dicta in Hamdi, it is still unclear whether the Executive has the
constitutional authority to declare American citizens “enemy combatants” who are caught
on American soil fighting for Al Qaeda or another terrorist organization.[54] In an area
as pivotal as this one, it is irresponsible for the Court to leave the American public in
doubt as to when the Executive can use its awesome power to declare American citizens
“enemy combatants.”
¶27.

These are just some of the many questions that Hamdi has raised with regard to

the constitutional issues surrounding “enemy combatants.” Due to the lack of precedent
in the “enemy combatant” issue area, the Court had wide latitude in developing tests and
rules regarding when and for how long American “enemy combatants” could be detained,
and what type of review they were entitled to upon detention. Nevertheless, the Court
chose to narrow its holding to the facts presented before it. Perhaps this decision was
wise in a jurisprudential sense, but it was disappointing in explaining to the American
public exactly what the Constitution requires of the Executive when it decides to detain
American citizens as “enemy combatants.”
IV.

The Limited Utility of Hamdi
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¶28.

Civil liberties advocates initially praised the Hamdi decision as a vindication of

the rights of American citizens to be free from unsubstantiated and unwarranted
detention.[55] American Civil Liberties Union legal director Steven Shapiro insisted that
Hamdi was “a strong repudiation of the [Bush] administration’s argument that its actions
in the war on terrorism are beyond the rule of law and unreviewable by American
courts.”[56] Human Rights Watch U.S. Program director Jamie Fellner stated that
Hamdi rejected the proposition that “the president should have unfettered discretion to
decide who could be detained without charges, for how long and under what
conditions.”[57]
¶29.

Although Shapiro and Fellner are right that Hamdi did provide American citizens

with a legal buffer against unsubstantiated and unwarranted detention, Hamdi was not a
complete victory for the civil liberties of American citizens. The narrow scope of the
Court’s language in Hamdi and the Judiciary's deference to the Executive in times of
crisis limit the role of the decision in protecting innocent American citizens from
detention as “enemy combatants.”
¶30.

Before exploring the limits of Hamdi, it will be helpful to briefly review the limits

of any Supreme Court decision. Ever since former President Andrew Jackson’s
purported response to the Court’s decision in Worcester v. Georgia – “Mr. Marshall has
made his decision, now let him enforce it” – legal scholars and analysts have been acutely
aware of its limited enforcement capability under the Constitution.[58] As Brian M.
Feldman explains, the Supreme Court's power depends upon its legitimacy in the eyes of
the American people and government officials as a learned, fair adjudicator of disputes,
accurately interpreting the mandates of the legislative branch and the Constitution.[59]
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¶31.

Executive power is limited by whether the American public and government

officials perceive the President as acting in accordance with constitutional mandates.
[60] As stated by Justice Jackson in his noteworthy dissent in Korematsu v. United
States,[61] “[t]he chief restraint upon those who command the physical forces of the
country, in the future as in the past, must be their responsibility to the political judgments
of their contemporaries and to the moral judgments of history.”[62]
¶32.

Since the impact of Hamdi rests upon its ability to constrain executive action in

the eyes of the American public, the questions raised in Part III of this Comment
significantly diminish Hamdi's effect.[63] The President can curtail the rights of “enemy
combatants” in several ways. He may act without Congressional approval; he may limit
the discovery process of detainees; he may extend the detention period of detainees; he
may appoint biased decisionmakers to the “enemy combatant” tribunals. He may also
extend Hamdi to domestically detained American citizens without suffering the loss in
political capital generally associated with executive defiance of Supreme Court precedent
since he can justifiably argue that the Court has not ruled upon the questions presented
above. Thus, the narrow scope of Hamdi’s ruling drastically limits the empirical effect of
the decision on future executive action with respect to “enemy combatants.”
¶33.

The nature of Executive power and social psychology in times of crisis further

limit the practical force of Hamdi in the event of future periods of upheaval in the United
States. Historically, presidents have extended their power to the outer boundaries of
constitutional authority in times of crisis.[64] President Abraham Lincoln’s suspension
of the writ of habeas corpus during the Civil War, President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
detention of Japanese-Americans during War II, President Harry Truman’s seizure of the
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steel mills during the Korean War, and President Bush’s enactment of the Patriot Act
during the current War on Terrorism are just a few of the most cited examples.
¶34.

In addition, Congress’ swift passage of the Patriot Act[65] demonstrates that

Congress typically acquiesces to the executive branch’s proposed methods to deal with
such crises.[66] The political culture of the United States tends to defer to executive
action during wartime, and Congress tends to cave in to executive pressure during such
periods.[67] Congressional approval of the National Security Act during the Korean
War, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act during the Vietnam War, and the Patriot
Act during the War on Terrorism are a few examples.[68] Consequently, one cannot
expect the legislative branch to provide a significant check on the Executive power to
detain American citizens as “enemy combatants.”
¶35.

Finally, and most importantly, the demonstrated social psychology of the

American public during wars or times of crisis means that Hamdi will provide only a
limited constraint on executive action with respect to “enemy combatants.” Specifically,
the attitude of Americans toward racial minorities during periods of strife limits the
potential impact of Hamdi. As delineated by Michael Omi, Howard Winant, and Ian
Haney Lopez, race is a socially constructed phenomenon, and Americans have tended to
view certain minority groups as “others” outside of the traditional, “American” social
circle.[69] Asian Americans, Arab Americans, and Hispanic Americans are among these
racial groups defined as “others” due to their relatively recent arrival in large numbers on
American soil.[70]
¶36.

During times of crisis, these “other” racial groups are not viewed as deserving of

the constitutional or economic protections afforded to more traditional, “American” racial
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groups. Examples include but are not limited to the enactment of the Chinese Exclusion
Act during the economic downturn of 1882, Japanese internment during World War II,
the passage of Proposition 187 (curtailing benefits to illegal immigrants, who were
primarily of Hispanic origin) in California during the economic downturn of the early
1990s, and the passage of the Patriot Act during the current War on Terrorism, which
curtailed the civil liberties of Arab and South Asian Americans.[71] Thus, the history of
American attitudes towards the civil liberties of “other” Americans illustrates that, in the
event of a future war or crisis, Hamdi will have limited precedential value due to the fact
that Americans will likely perceive the threat of “enemy combatants” as originating from
Arab or South Asian Americans, who are socialized as “others” in American society.

V.
The Government’s Implementation of Hamdi: the Enemy Combat Status
Review Tribunals
¶37.

This paper has tried to outline several of the major questions presented by the

Supreme Court’s decision in Hamdi and has attempted to demonstrate that its narrow
scope will probably not constrain future executive action because of the history of
judicial deference to the Executive in times of crisis. I will conclude with some thoughts
on the use of the Hamdi in creating the Guantanamo Enemy Combatant Status Review
Tribunals (CSRT).
¶38.

The Supreme Court in Rasul v. Bush[72] stated that the detainees in Guantanamo

Bay, Cuba were entitled to habeas relief in United States federal courts under 28 U.S.C.
§2241.[73] Consequently, the executive branch implemented the Guantanamo Enemy
Combatant Status Review Tribunals in order to try to determine whether the detainees are
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“enemy combatants.” The Secretary of the Navy’s order declaring the commencement of
the tribunals was issued a month after the Supreme Court’s opinions in Rasul and Hamdi,
and the structure of the tribunals indicates an attempt to conform the process to the
Court’s disposition in Hamdi.[74]
¶39.

The tribunals consist of three neutrally commissioned officers of the United States

Armed Forces who determine the status of the detainees by majority vote.[75] The
Government provides the detainee with:
the assistance of a Personal Representative; an interpreter, if necessary; an
opportunity to review unclassified information relating to the basis for his detention; the
opportunity to appear personally to present reasonably available information relevant to
why he should not be classified as an enemy combatant; the opportunity to question
witnesses testifying at the tribunal; and, to the extent that they are reasonably available,
the opportunity to call witnesses on his behalf.[76]
¶40.

There is a rebuttable presumption that the Government’s evidence that the

detainee is an enemy combatant is genuine and accurate, in accordance with Hamdi.[77]
Although the process ostensibly grants protections to the detainees, the Government has
exploited the narrowness of the Hamdi decision in several ways to deny rights to the
detainees.
¶41.

First, several of the Guantanamo detainees have been detained without

Congressional authorization.[78] The Executive’s continued detention and decision to
proceed towards tribunals with these detainees exhibits its belief that it has the right to
detain individuals as enemy combatants absent Congressional authorization. At present,
this practice by the Executive is presumably constitutional because the Supreme Court in
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Hamdi failed to rule that Congressional authorization was required in order to detain an
individual as an “enemy combatant.”
¶42.

Second, the Guantanamo detainees are only entitled to a minimal discovery under

the guidelines set forth by the Secretary of the Navy. Members of the armed forces are
only deemed to be “reasonably available” to testify at the hearings “if, as determined by
their commanders, their presence at a hearing would [not] adversely affect combat
operations.”[79] Given the prejudices against detainees that likely permeate the United
States military, one can imagine the limitations this places on the detainees who, upon
managing to find favorable witnesses, must deal with commanders who share similar
interests with the Government in detaining all plausible suspects.
¶43.

Witnesses will not be determined to be “reasonably available” if “they decline

properly made requests to appear at a hearing, if they cannot be contacted following
reasonable efforts by the CSRT staff, or if security considerations preclude their presence
at a hearing.” Furthermore, “non-U.S. Government witnesses will appear before the
Tribunal at their own expense.”[80] These provisions dramatically limit the ability of
detainees to present witnesses in their favor at the tribunal process. Thus, the Executive
took advantage of the leeway provided by Hamdi’s silence on the constitutional
discovery rights of “enemy combatant” detainees.
¶44.

Third, the Executive’s decision to use military tribunals to determine the

detainees’ status as enemy combatants exhibits its willingness to stretch the dicta in
Hamdi to suit its needs. Whether the process as a whole is sufficient to satisfy the
“neutral decisionmaker” limitation in Hamdi is a question left open by the plurality.
However, the Executive contends this process satisfies the requirement.
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¶45.

Finally, the Executive’s willingness to declare all of the Guantanamo detainees

enemy combatants, even those not captured in open combat hostilities, demonstrates the
Executive’s exploitation of another of the holes in Hamdi. Under Hamdi, the question
remains open as to whether individuals caught outside of the battlefield can be classified
as “enemy combatants.”
¶46.

In short, the Guantanamo CSRT illustrates the Executive’s willingness to take

advantage of several of the gaps created by the Supreme Court’s opinion in Hamdi.[81]
Unfortunately, Hamdi did not provided the necessary “strong repudiation” of the Bush
Administration's tactics with respect to the detention of American citizens as enemy
combatants.
VI.
¶47.

Conclusion
This Comment has highlighted the numerous questions raised by the Supreme

Court’s opinion in Hamdi. The holdings in Hamdi, its ambiguity, and the social
psychology of terrorism provide limited ammunition for those attempting to defend
enemy combatant prosecutions by the United States Government. The structure and
results of the Guantanamo CSRT illustrate the manner in which the Government can and
does exploit the unclear direction given by the Supreme Court in Hamdi. One can only
hope that the Court decides to clarify its decision in Hamdi in a manner that ensures that
American citizens will be protected from accusations of enemy combatant status by the
Government.
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